Thinking About Lab 2 and A1

The act of working on Lab 2 is the act of working on A1.

If you are stuck on Lab2 you will probably be stuck on some part of A1.

To avoid Thursday-Friday A1 stress get Lab2 done and checked off Tuesday or Wednesday, using consultant/TA office hours if necessary.

Be careful with your slip days.
Academic Integrity & The Assignments

Never show your group’s code to anyone except a member of the course staff.

Never look at another group’s code.

Never “ask for solutions” by posting questions to online services like StackOverflow.

Our view is that Piazza and the assignment-driven Labs give you enough opportunity to talk to one another.
If you are worried about your reliance on outside sources, then cite the source in your submitted code.

What an AI infraction signals:

1. Disrespect for classmates.
3. Failure to protect yourself against the loss of better judgment.